Drosophila wing disc patterning by the Wg and Hh mor⌬x Х 2.3 phogens. Novel insights and predictions regarding molecular properties of those systems are described. In and 1000-fold over a distance particular, our model proposes that the stabilization of Wg by its receptor DFz2 requires active interference ⌬x Х 7. of DFz2 with the degradation of free Wg. We provide experimental evidence supporting this prediction.
Suppose that the rate of morphogen production fluctuates between its normal value, 1 , and an altered value, 2 . Those fluctuations modify the morphogen levels evResults erywhere, causing a uniform shift ␦x in cell fate boundaries: Theory: Interplay between Long-Range Gradient and Robustness ␦x ϭ log( 1 / 2 ).
(2) In most morphogen systems, the secretion of ligands from a localized source initiates the patterning process.
Thus, the extent of shift in cell fate boundary is of the The rate by which morphogen is produced is determined order of the morphogen decay length . Robustness only at the source, but its spread defines patterning requires fast morphogen decay, corresponding to small throughout the developing field. It is thus important to . However, such fast decay would preclude morphogen ensure that possible changes in the rate of morphogen from extending across the field (see Equation 1). We production will not alter morphogen levels across the conclude that, when considering exponentially distribfield. An additional, seemingly unrelated requirement is uted morphogen gradients, the interplay between rothat a morphogen will spread to sufficient distances bustness and long-range patterning poses a fundamenfrom the source. Below, we examine theoretically differtal problem. ent morphogen profiles in view of those two constraints.
To see how this inherent difficulty can be overcome, Our analysis focuses on the shape of the morphogen we considered a general model of a single morgradient itself. In all pathways, intracellular transduction phogen diffusing in a naive field (Supplemental Data, secfrom the ligand to the nucleus involves multiple compotion 1, available online at http://www.developmentalcell. nents and feedback loops. However, since the level of com/cgi/content/full/5/4/635/DC1). Also in this general signaling is a direct outcome of the local external ligand model, fluctuation in the rate of morphogen production concentration, feedbacks which do not affect this distriwill cause a uniform shift of all boundaries by the same bution cannot be utilized to buffer against fluctuations extent ␦x, irrespective of their absolute distance from in morphogen profiles. Rather, in a naive tissue, a shift morphogen source, with in the morphogen profile will induce a corresponding shift in the signaling curve, irrespective of the downstream transduction mechanisms. 
for derivation). a steady-state profile which decays exponentially with
Since the derivative in the above equation is calculated a characteristic decay length, , that depends on both at x ϭ 0, robustness is enhanced with increasing rate the diffusion constant D and the degradation rate ␣ with of morphogen decay in the vicinity of the source but does not depend on the rate of morphogen decay else-ϭ √D/␣ where in the field. We conclude that to comply with both requirements (high buffering capacity and long diffusion ( Figure 1A ). This single decay length reflects the uniform range), morphogen profiles should decay rapidly close decay of morphogen: its concentration decreases by a to the source but at a lower rate across most of the field. fixed ratio between any two points that are separated by Differential decay rates are obtained naturally when a given distance, irrespective of their absolute distance a morphogen undergoes nonlinear, rather than linear, from the source. degradation ( Figure 1B ). In this case, the steady-state Consider two cell fate boundaries established at posimorphogen profile is given by (see Supplemental Data, tions x 1 and x 2 . The distance between those two posisection 1.5) tions,
is given in terms of the morphogen concentrations c 1 with ⑀ ϰ Ϫ␥ . The parameters y Ͼ 0, A, and m are defined and c 2 , which define the respective thresholds for cell by system-specific properties (but do not depend on , fate induction: see Supplemental Data section 1.5). Note that this profile decays rapidly close to morphogen source, but its decay ⌬x ϭ log(c 1 /c 2 ).
(1) rate decreases with increasing distance from the source. In the limit of large , the profile becomes independent Thus, in order to induce several cell fates, should be comparable to the size of the developing field. For of morphogen production rate, so that fluctuations in this rate will not alter the cell fate boundaries, leading to example, morphogen decreases 10-fold over a distance (E) The rate of morphogen decay is defined as d ln(P(x))/dx, with P(x) denoting the morphogen distribution. Plotted here is the degradation length (⌬), defined as the inverse of this decay, as a function of the distance from the source, for exponential (dashed-dotted) and powerlaw (black) profiles. Note that the degradation length is uniform for exponential profiles, but increases with increasing distance from the source for power-law profiles. In (A) and (B), x 1 ϭ 0.2, x 2 ϭ 0.6, L 1 ϭ 1, L 2 ϭ 0.01. In (C) and (D), x 1 ϭ 0.03, x 2 ϭ 0.9. ␦x Х 0.
(5) identifying robust patterning mechanisms, we formulated a general model of a morphogen which incorpoNonlinear morphogen degradation thus ensures rorates those four aspects, outlined in Figure 2 (see Experibustness to fluctuations in the rate of morphogen promental Procedures and Supplemental Data section 2 for duction. When degradation is nonlinear, increasing mormathematical formulation). phogen production enhances morphogen degradation
The relative importance of each interaction in the specifically close to the source where morphogen accumodel is characterized by an associated rate constant. A mulates. Such differential control of the rate of morphoconcrete realization of a network, obtained by assigning gen degradation (close to the source and away from it) actual values to all biochemical parameters, correis not possible in the case of exponential profiles.
sponds to a specific molecular mechanism. Our analysis does not make a priori assumptions regarding the domiNumeric Screen for Robust Morphogen Networks nant interactions, since in the typical reference system General Model of Morphogen Systems we are giving comparable weights to all interactions at We examined the applicability of the general theory to the outset. possible molecular designs of morphogen networks.
Numerical Screen for Robust Networks Several aspects are required for establishing morpho-
We employed a numerical screen to identify robust netgen gradients: secretion of morphogen from a localized works. A large set of networks with different realization source, morphogen diffusion (or nondirectional transof parameters was considered, and the capacity of each port) across the developing field, and morphogen degranetwork to buffer fluctuations in the rate of morphogen dation. In addition, receptor binding is needed for transproduction was evaluated. This was done by choosing each parameter at random out of a distribution that was ducing the morphogen signals. As a starting point for networks relied on such linear degradation ( Figure 3D) . Rather, the robust networks could be classified into two distinct classes based on the morphogen degradation mechanism ( Figures 3E and 3F) . In networks of the first class, morphogen was degraded primarily by a protease which, in turn, was negatively regulated by the receptor. In the second class, morphogen was degraded primarily by receptor-mediated endocytosis. Receptor expression was regulated by morphogen signaling in both classes, exhibiting downregulation in the first case and upregulation in the second.
Robustness in Patterning the Drosophila Wing Imaginal Disc
To investigate the applicability of our analysis to patterning of actual biological systems, we focused on the Drosophila wing imaginal disc. We first considered the possible role of heparan sulfate proteoglygans (HSPGs), which are known to play a role in wing disc patterning (but were not included in our general model), in providing robustness. Subsequently, we present evidence that the two robust network designs identified by our numerical gen gradient that robustly establishes multiple thresholds, the morphogen profile should decay rapidly close to its source but at lower rates further away from it. centered at a reference system and ranged over four Morphogen decay length represents a balance between orders of magnitude. To quantify the robustness of each morphogen diffusion and degradation. While robustness network, we considered an arbitrary cell fate boundary could be achieved by modulating either of the two, the in the middle of the field. The level of morphogen at solutions which emerged from the numerical screen afthis point defines a network-specific threshold for gene fect only morphogen degradation. Extracellular factors, expression. Robustness was measured by reducing such as HSPGs, that play an important role in wing disc morphogen levels 2-fold and measuring the resulting patterning were not included in our general model. This shift in cell fate boundary. For example, the position of class of protein/polysaccharide macromolecules rethe threshold in the nonrobust profile in Figure 3B is sides on the cell surface and binds extracellular ligands. shifted by 15% upon 2-fold reduction of ligand secretion
We thus asked if regulation of HSPGs could also be rate, as expected for an exponential profile. The majority used to achieve robustness. of systems displayed a similar sensitivity. A small fracWe examined how morphogen spread may be aftion of networks (Ͻ1%) were identified as robust, disfected by reversible binding to HSPGs. We found that playing a significantly smaller sensitivity than exponenthe steady-state distribution of free morphogen is not tial profiles. For example, the threshold in the robust affected by such binding, although the time to reach system in Figure 3B is shifted by less than 5% upon steady state is increased (see Supplemental Data). Con-2-fold reduction of ligand secretion rate.
sequently, modulating the local levels of HSPG-morphoProperties of Robust Networks gen binding sites will not alter the steady-state profile In the majority of networks, morphogen distribution apof free morphogen. We conclude that since robustness proached an exponential profile. In sharp contrast, none depends only on the level of free morphogen, regulation of the robust networks generated an exponential shape.
of ligand binding to HSPGs cannot be used as a mechaRather, the robust profiles were characterized by a rapid nism for achieving robustness. decay in the vicinity of the morphogen source and a It should be noted, however, that HSPGs affect morsignificantly slower decay elsewhere ( Figure 3C ). This phogen signaling by a variety of modes. Putative mecharesult is in agreement with the general theoretical disnisms by which HSPGs may contribute to robustness cussion presented above.
could be envisioned. For example, HSPGs could alter We studied design features of the robust networks by the degradation of free morphogen, either directly or comparing statistical properties of the parameters found through the presentation of ligand to the receptor. Alterin the robust versus nonrobust cases. In most (over 90%) natively, HSPGs may actively facilitate morphogen diffuof the nonrobust networks, morphogen was degraded linearly. In sharp contrast, virtually none of the robust sion, e.g., by transferring morphogen between the . Overexprotection, namely by sequestration of the receptorbound Wg from degradation. Alternatively, it could also pression of DFz2 increases the net levels of Wg, as judged by whole-disc Western blots, and leads to accustem from active interference of DFz2 with the degradation of free Wg, e.g., by sequestering or inhibiting a mulation of Wg on the surface of the overexpressing computer simulation to examine the expected Wg accumulation upon ectopic expression of DFz2 in a stripe that is perpendicular to the rows of Wg-expressing cells. This setup allows for a direct comparison of the levels of free Wg within the stripe to that in the adjacent cells. In the case of passive protection, we find that the distribution of free ligand outside the ectopic stripe is the same as that within the stripe ( Figure 5A ). Indeed, under steady-state conditions, the flux of dissociated ligand is precisely balanced by the flux of associated ligand. In contrast, in the case of active stabilization, the diffusion length of the free ligand is enhanced by the presence of receptor, allowing it to move further inside the stripe. Moreover, an asymmetry in free ligand level is generated between the stripe and the adjacent regions, leading to a net flow of ligand from the stripe, resulting in a wedgelike distribution of free ligand that peaks at the center of the ectopic stripe ( Figure 5B ). Note also that conversely, if receptor-mediated endocytosis is a major factor in ligand degradation, the diffusion length of free ligand is in fact reduced in the presence of receptors, leading to an inward flow of ligand from the external regions ( Figure 5C ). Importantly, since free and receptorbound Wg are at equilibrium, altered diffusion length of free Wg within the stripe is reflected also in the distribution of receptor-bound Wg, which is significantly easier to detect experimentally (Figures 5A-5C 5D-5G ). Neither the wedge-like shape works assigned to the Wg-like class, the receptor reof Wg accumulation within the stripe nor the non-cellduces free Wg degradation through active stabilization, autonomous increase in Wg seen previously (Cadigan which is required for achieving robustness (Figure 4) To tent with the proposal that DFz2 actively protects free achieve robustness, the region where such feedback is Wg from degradation, as was predicted by our theoretieffective need not to extend over the whole developcal analysis. mental field but may be confined only to the vicinity of Conclusions the source.
Our work focused on the central role of the interaction We examined the validity of differential degradation between morphogens and their cognate receptors in rates to morphogen systems that pattern the Drosophila shaping morphogen distribution and the resulting sigwing imaginal disc. Two of the morphogens functioning naling gradients. Transcriptional regulation of receptor in the disc, Wg and Hh, are degraded at higher rates expression, coupled with the capacity of the receptor close to their source, in accordance with the robust to modulate morphogen stability, can establish a mormechanism. In both cases, different degradation dophogen profile which will buffer fluctuations in morphomains are defined through reciprocal interactions begen production rate. Such profiles are established when tween ligand and receptor (Figure 7) . ligand degradation rate is enhanced in regions of highOur analysis focused on the role of ligand-receptor morphogen levels. Self-enhanced ligand degradation interactions in shaping morphogen gradients. For simmay thus represent a general mechanism for ensuring plicity, we did not include other aspects, such as feedback on protease expression, which may play a role in the robustness of long-range morphogen gradients. 
where {L}, {R}, and {P} denote the concentrations of the ligand, where {Wg}, {DFz2}, and {X} denote the levels of Wg, DFz2, and a receptor, and protease, respectively, and complexes are denoted putative protease, respectively, and complexes are denoted by their by their constituents.
constituents. We assume that Wg flux at x ϭ 0 is equal to Wg ␦x Ϫ1 , where x 1 ϭ 0.1; x 2 ϭ 0.6. on a two-dimensional lattice. Receptor levels are upregulated along an eight cell wide stripe, perpendicular to the Wg source. We also For more details about the choice of this measure, see Suppleassume that recycling is inefficient along the stripe. Overexpression mental Data.
is simulated by assigning a constant production rate to the receptor, The parameters used for defining the axes in Figure 3E 
